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Introduction 
This Paper describes a new methodology for a comprehensive modular Safety Control System 
(SCS), for a cyclotron site. The developed SCS is a modular approach for controlling the 
production procedures, safety conditions and documentation aspects in the Cyclotron site. 
Usually, the safety conditions in cyclotron sites are maintained by a variety of sensors. The 
cyclotron is supplied from the manufacturer with a self-integrated control system for its 
operation, yet the comprehensive SCS has to be defined and setup by the customer. Therefore, 
customers face a lot of integration problems in trying to combine all the signals from the 
different safety systems such as radiation monitoring, environmental and access control, in 
order to maintain proper safety working conditions. The presented SCS design provides main 
user interface and the complete safety solution required by including preset control logic 
definitions and open logic for specific user applications. The knowledge for the preset control 
logic definitions was gathered in previous projects [1]. 

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) method has been implemented on the SCS to 
analyze the potential failure modes and their impact on the product reliability. 
 
 
System Description 
The SCS is based on a Control Box Unit (CBU) and HMI Computer Software. The CBU 
includes: Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), digital and analog I/O connections, local 
display and indication signals. Safety conditions are maintained by separated systems such as: 
ventilation control, smoke detectors, access control and radiation detectors. The SCS 
combines and integrates all the signals state conditions in order to provide a main user 
interface without compromising the system reliability. The system controller integrates the 
signals directly from the sensors and enables the user to define the logic involving signals 
from additional different systems by a unique software setup table (see figure 2). By using 
this logic table, furthermore logic can be defined later on. Risk assessment analysis of the 
system logic using FMEA method, facilitates the definition of the potential failure, in order to 
improve and maintain the required system reliability. 

The system display is based on a 15'' Panel PC (PPC) that displays on line information 
concerning the system mode operation and alarm messages in case of abnormal conditions. 
Using PPC provides flexibility and simpler user interface. The SCS block diagram is shown 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1:  Safety Control System Block Diagram 
The Safety Control System design is conceived as follows: 
1. Improvement of the operating and environmental safety conditions without degradation 

of the system reliability. 
2. Default logic setup; friendly and flexible software for adding changes without requiring 

user's previous experience in control systems. 
3. Combination of all the safety signals into one single user interface, in order to improve 

the ability to maintain the system and to track the malfunctions. 
4. Documentation of alarms and abnormal conditions for future reference. 

The SCS incorporates the following main units: 

The Control Box Unit (CBU) includes Human to Machine Interface (HMI), switches, 
buttons and lamps. The CBU enables: programming and direct process intervention, display 
of abnormal events, alarms, announcements, acknowledgments and data logging. HMI is an 
approved standard software, enable to program the PLC logic on a synoptic screen and to 
communicate with other computers and PLCs, using standard network protocols such as 
TCP/IP or MODBUS. In order to achieve HMI immunity, hierarchical passwords were used. 

The I/O Box Unit incorporates the PLC, digital and analog inputs/outputs. Direct 
communication with the cyclotron site is maintained using dry contacts and standard analog 
connections such as 4-20 mA, 0-10V, etc. 

The Test Box increases any possible event and checks the whole system responses. The Test 
Box was specially developed to validate the HMI and the PLC logic operations. 
After installing the CBU and the I/O Box Unit, the programmer has to accomplish only four 
simple steps: 
-  Install the site logic directly, using the HMI interface. 
-  Validate the connection of the Test Box to the CBU in order to preserve the logic and 

enable system announcements. 
-  Disconnect the Test Box and connect the cyclotron site inputs/outputs. 
-  Test the operation of the Cyclotron site “on line”. 
The synoptic setup screens for the digital inputs and outputs and for the analog inputs and 
outputs programming, are both shown on Figure 2. 
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Figure 2:  Synoptic setup screen for digital and analog I/O 

The PLC logic response has been tested for risk assessment analysis, using FMEA method. 
Some of the control logics are listed below:  
- Monitor the under pressure regime inside the hot cell and alarm accordingly. 
- Acknowledgment for activity transfer from the cyclotron into the hot cell only when the 

 hot cell door is closed. 
- The gas released from the delay line is based on the radiation level. 
- Manual safety procedure acknowledgement for the cyclotron activation. 
- Record the cyclotron operating period with the environmental conditions. 
- Command the ventilation system to dilute the released gas concentration, in accordance  

 with the stack radiation detector. 
- Activate the alarm in case of radiation threshold exceeding in one of the area monitoring  

 detectors. 
 

Conclusions 
The proposed SCS is a universal system that can be adapted and customized to offer a wide 
range of control logics based on diverse information. Instead of having a specially designed 
control system for the cyclotron site, the presented SCS provides an "off the shelf product" 
based on flexible control logic design. The SCS improves the user's ability to maintain the 
system and track the malfunctions. At the same time, it preserves the whole wiring at a central 
location. The system enables addition of more control logics, and gives the possibility to 
extend the system in any stage. By using the developed approach, multiple advantages are 
achieved: 
- It is possible to centralize all the control systems to one user interface, with a main  

 controller and HMI interface.  
- Comprehensive control system; easy installation, operation and maintenance. 
- Enable analysis of the control sensors state and approves the safety working conditions. 
- Data logging of the environmental working conditions for analyzing the production 

 analysis. 
- Document alarms and abnormal conditions for future references. 
- Track historical data and create reports for the authorities. 
- Provide safety control logics that were not included in the original system. 
- Alarm in case of abnormal conditions and stopping the system. 
- Monitor each one of the sensors of the Cyclotron safety loop. 
- Combine the radiation monitoring system with the logic control. 
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